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Going on river expeditions vacations led to the creation of rafting trips for Utah. The
whitewash rafting options on the Green, Colorado, and Yampa rivers present some
magnificent scenery adjacent to the Arches and Canyonlands national park. This means
you are set to experience some of the best wildlife during the rafting trips. You will see
the Crepuscular wildlife as you traverse through the Arches national park in Moab
during the rafting trips. Here are the things you will experience during your Utah rafting
trip.

Utah’s Dinosaur Land

Your rafting trip can take you to the Green River’s Lodore Canyon in Utah to
experience several wildlife sceneries. Within the Yana River near Dinosaur Colorado,
you will feel one of the best rafting trips that are easily manageable with the lack of
dams. Geology enthusiasts have adored the canyon walls that stand up to 800 feet.
These walls have been standing for a million years, showcasing some of the world’s
oldest exposed rocks. When rafting in the Dinosaur national monument, you will
experience beautiful views into the ancient history of the western slope in Colorado.
Children will also love the half-mile hell of this Canyon wall and brag to their peers.

Desolation Canyon

You can also experience the rare wildlife adventure as you pass through the Tavaputs
Plateau and learn about its thrilling history. The grey Cantons are found near River
Utah and are one of the few places to experience whitewater during a trip rafting. The
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remoteness of this Desolation Canyon makes it fun, but also scary. Within the
Desolation Canyon, you will experience super cool wildlife and white water that
continues to get intense each passing day. The journey down the river during the rafting
trip is an incredible experience and features the most wildlife you will see on any trip.

Rapid Moving Waters at San Juan River

If you want to experience one of the fastest moving waters in the country, visit the San
Juan River. During the rafting trip here, you will pass through some gooseneck
canyons as the river guides you through old sites and petroglyphs. The trip in itself is
beautiful and educational for you and your family. You will experience one of the most
spectacular rafting trips on the Colorado River with some fun rapids depending on
the water level and season. This section of the rafting trip has the miniature Grand
Canyon packed with expletive-inducing thrills.

Cataract Canyon

While on Utah River, you are more likely to experience some exquisite wildlife from
the Canyonlands national part. Waterfalls, Canyon caves, and ancient Pueblo ruins are
all visible while rafting on the Utah River. The Cataract Canyon is found at the
intersection of the Green River and Colorado River. Rafting enthusiasts will find an
array of adventures on this Grand Junction. The whitewater is exceptional during the
rafting trip once you get to it.

Contact Red River Adventures for Your Moab, Utah Rafting Trip

There is no better way to experience Moab than to go on a rafting adventure in Utah.
When going on a rafting trip, you will experience the rugged beauty of the natural
surroundings that you won’t find anywhere else. There are many things you will see on
your rafting trip in Utah, ranging from Stillwater to soapsuds. You will go through some
rugged nature to whitewater and other rapid wildlife along the trip. If you plan a rafting
trip, your view of the wildlife will depend on the season and location. You can have the
perfect family rafting trip and see some wildlife within Moab with proper planning or
contact Red River Adventures and we can plan out a full day or a half-day adventure
trip for you.
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